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In generally definition of development is a process of changing in continuing for better condition based on certain norms. Process development happen in all of aspect society, economics, social, culture, politics, that where in level macro (national) and micro. The important thing of development is there is progress, growing and versifications. On development to society where in all of world there are two kind of approachment in development of village, there are extention education and community development. Government with participation of society and with use power-of-sources which is must be able to search the potential of power-of-development which is needed for stake out and economic territory development. Participation of society is an action or performance and someone’s emotions or group for giving a contributions towards in a some activity. One of real action of participation society in development village is National Program Endeavoring Society (PNPM).

PNPM village is national program tackling proverty especially that based on endeavoring society. In generally, the purpose of PNPM is to increase of properity and working chance of poor society to be stand alone. Some of subject of PNPM level village is Head of village until group of society. Plot of activity is Planned activity (doing in the beginning), Execute activity, Perpetuation activity (vouch procure a benefit), and the last Control activity (monitoring, evaluation, and report).
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